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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
AT ENKA

ENKA VOLUNTEERS 

The ENKA Volunteers platform, which was established 
in 2018 with the purpose of enabling employees to 
contribute to solutions for social and environmental 
problems, continued its activities in 2019. Through the 
volunteering projects determined by the ENKA Volunteers 
Executive Committee, ENKA Volunteers have continued to 
create social and environmental value while developing 
their own knowledge and social skills.

All across the ENKA group, employees who want to 
participate in volunteering projects have the right to use 
one day of volunteering leave each month. 

ENKA Volunteers have carried out a total 
of 1,200 person-hours of volunteering 
activities in 2019.

2019 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY PROJECTS

ENKA İNŞAAT

FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROJECT 

On May 22, 2019, ENKA Volunteers carried out a food 
distribution project in Taksim (İstanbul) together with the 
Çorbada Tuzun Olsun Association, which carries out 
activities to raise awareness about homeless people, 
provide them with basic needs and help them reintegrate 
with society and social integration. Not only did ENKA 
Volunteers distribute food as part of the project, but they 
also had the opportunity to communicate with homeless 
people who have been pushed outside of society, so as 
to help reintegrate them with society.

MATERIAL ASSESSMENT WORK 

ENKA Volunteers carried out sorting, cleaning, ironing 
and packaging work at Octopus Volunteers Association’s 
Material Assessment Centre on July 26th in order to make 
second hand clothing, shoes, books and toys reusable 
for those in need and packed the materials to make them 
ready to transport.

MECHANICAL HANDS FOR CHILDREN  

Turkey Robotel Team provides free mechanical hands 
made by volunteers with 3D printer technology for 
children with hand and finger deformation and without 
access to the prosthesis. ENKA Volunteers created a 
corporate team which is contributing to all processes 
including the coordination of stages, demand collection, 
measurement, modelling and design, production with 3D 
printers, assembly, delivery and control. 

After the training they received from the Robotel Turkey 
Team, volunteers were able to complete their first test 
model by printing sample hand model from wrist with 
a 3D printer. Work on a second test model for a hand 
model from arm prosthesis is in progress. Following 
the completion of the sample model studies, ENKA 
Volunteers will carry out work to provide a child who 
needs hand or finger prosthesis.

KINALIADA ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANING PROJECT

On July 20, 2019, ENKA Volunteers from ENKA İnşaat, 
ENKA Schools and ENKA Systems carried out an 
environmental cleaning project in Kınalıada within 
the framework of the ENKA Sustainability Policy in 
cooperation with the Octopus Volunteers Association. 
ENKA Volunteers completed an efficient environmental 
cleaning project by collecting approximately 150 kg of 
garbage and contributed creating a clean environment in 
Kınalıada and raising environmental consciousness.

HEYBELİADA ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANING 
PROJECT 

Following the great interest attracted by the 
Environmental Cleaning Project carried out in Kınalıada, 
ENKA Volunteers carried out a second environmental 
cleaning project in Heybeliada on September 15, 2019. 
In addition to the volunteers from ENKA İnşaat, ENKA 
Schools and ENKA Systems, volunteers from ENKA TC in 
Moscow also participated in the project. With this activity, 
ENKA Volunteers collected approximately 450 kg of 
garbage and delivered to the municipality.
   

AUDIO-BOOK VOCALIZATON PROJECT FOR 
VISUALLY IMPAIRED

The online library project created by the Boğaziçi 
University Technology and Education Center for the 
Visually Impaired People (Boğaziçi Üniversitesi Görme 
Engelliler Teknoloji ve Eğitim Merkezi - GETEM) aims 
to provide accessible information to visually impaired 
people. This project not only helps around 400,000 
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people with visual disabilities but also individuals 
who are not able to access resources due to other 
impairments. ENKA Volunteers have been providing 
support to visually impaired people by taking part in 
this project and vocalizing the selected books through 
a mobile application and adding them to GETEM’s 
library archive since May 2019.

PLASTIC CAP CAMPAIGN

Since the last quarter of 2019, ENKA has supported 
the Plastic Cap Campaign started by the Spinal Cord 
Paralytics Association of Turkey (TOFD). Through this 
campaign, the entire revenue generated by recycling 
collected plastic bottle caps is used to provide for the 
needs of thousands of orthopedically handicapped 
individuals who are waiting for access to battery-
powered and manual wheelchairs.

BRIDGE FOR THE VILLAGE 

As part of social responsibility within ENKA’s ongoing 
project in the Nizhnekamsk region of Russia, a 
bridge made of floating pontoons was constructed in 
Yelantovo village of Nizhnekamsk where 750 people 
live. The bridge was opened to public use with a 
ceremony where Mayor of Nizhnekamsk participated. 
By connecting the creek that divides the village of 
Yelantovo with the bridge, villagers and children have 
access to the schools and administrative buildings on 
the other side in a safer way. 
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ENKA GROUP COMPANIES

ENKA POWER

Through the donation campaign carried out by ENKA 
Power, the materials needed by Aliağa Vocational and 
Technical Anatolian High School Special Education Class 
students were provided and delivered to the school with 
the support of ENKA Power volunteers.

ENKA TC

 ENKA TC has been organising various activities in 
Moscow since 2016 to meet with the directors of the 
orphanages in the region in order to learn about the 
general needs of the children and institutions, and to 
determine the areas in which children will be directly 
provided with attention and support. Since 2016, various 
activities with surprise gifts have been organised for the 
children living in the orphanages regularly on June 1st 
Children’s Day and December 31st New Year’s Day. In 
2019, ENKA TC and Svyato-Sofiyskiy Social Children’s 
House decided to sign a Social Assistance Agreement. The 
responsibility for the provision of most important materials 
needed by the children was undertaken by ENKA TC 
through an annual donation and more importantly, a self-
sacrificing step has been taken to show that children are 
not alone in every sense by ensuring the continuity of all 
activities organised and planned to this day.

 As part of its social responsibility activities, ENKA TC 
has invited two impaired girls and their teachers from 
the Hagia Sofia Special Children’s Dormitory, which is 
supported by the Vernadskogo Shopping Centre, to have 
them undertake various tasks for a day acting as the 
Shopping Centre Manager. A meeting was organised with 
the Vernadskogo Shopping Centre Director and children 
were asked their opinions about the location and design of 
the telephone charging station units that will be installed 
within the shopping centre. At the end of the meeting, it 
was decided that the telephone charging units are to be 
installed at the location chosen by the children.

 As part of the cooperation maintained by ENKA TC and 
the “Starost v Radost”(Old Age Is a Joy) Foundation, the 
largest civil society organisation in Russia which helps 
nursing home residents and provides home-services 
support to more than 200 households in 30 different 
regions in Russia, a New Year Gift Collection Campaign 
was organised on New Year’s Eve. ENKA TC established 
a platform to collect new year gifts in shopping centres 
in Moscow and made sure that information about the 
campaign and addresses of gift collection points were 
announced on social media. Thanks to visitors who 
brought gifts from their homes or purchased from the 
shopping centres, more than 600 nursing home residents 
were able to receive a new year gifts on New Year’s Eve. In 
addition, personal hygiene products and household goods 
were also collected as part of the campaign to be delivered 
to nursing homes.

CCI 

Donations collected by CCI employees for the child 
protective services were delivered to relevant locations 
through an activity carried out jointly with ENKA TC. 
In addition, employees participated in a charity event 
organised as part of the Information Day, which 
aimed to help children from low-income households 
to prepare for the new school year.

DEVELOPING COMMUNITIES
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ENKA's performance in 2018 and 2019 against "Developing Communities" section of its 2027 
Sustainability Goals is presented below. 
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We will increase the budget for social investments by ENKA Foundation 
by 20% by the year 2027.

Social investment budget increased by 21% to 
64.7 million TL

Social investment budget increased by 17% to
 75.57 million TL

All ENKA İnşaat projects are expected to complete at least 2 social 
responsibility projects within their lifetimes. Target met Target met

Within the ENKA Group, we aim to establish at least five collaborations 
each year with NGOs and other organisations which conduct 
sustainability work.

TEİD, BCSD, Octopus Volunteers, TEMA, Aegean
Forest Foundation, Çorbada Tuzun Olsun, TİDER and 

ENKA Schools’ collaborations

TEİD, BCSD, Octopus Volunteers, Çorbada Tuzun 
Olsun, ÖSGD, Robotel Turkey Association, TOFD, 

GETEM, “Starost v Radost” (Old Age Is a Joy) 
Foundation and ENKA Schools’ collaborations

For the purpose of promoting sustainability studies and contributing 
to the development of the engineering profession, we aim to support
student organisations by providing at least two sponsorships.

ITU Civilcon, METU BEST, METU and
Boğaziçi Career Days

METU IEEE WIE Camp, METU CESummit, 
ITU Career Days

In order to develop volunteering projects and promote them in society, 
we aim to conduct at least five volunteering projects each year
until 2027.

TEMA marathon, Octopus Volunteers
MDM, Visiting Moscow Nursing Home, TAIF

Bird Houses and ENKA Schools’ Projects

Food Distrubiton Project, Mechanical Hands for Children 
Project, Plastik Cap Collection Project, Environmental 

Cleaning Activites in Kınalıada and Heybeliada, Audio 
Book Vocalization  for Visually Impaired People, Material 

Assessment with Octopus Volunteers, Activities with 
Svyato-Sofiyskiy Social Children’s House, New Year 
Gifts Collection Campaign for the elderly people.

We aim to organise the sustainability themed “ENKA Sustainability 
Congress” in 2027, with the participation of various sectors and 
communities.

2027 Sustainability Goal 2027 Sustainability Goal

ENKA Schools will engage in project partnerships with at least one 
state schools in the vicinity of ENKA Schools each year on the topics 
of sustainability activities or trainings.

Target met Target met

We aim to increase the number of participants attending the 
“ENKA Schools Spring Teachers Symposium”, which is open to the 
participation of state school teachers, by 10% by the year 2027.

Number of participants increased from 518 to 550, 
an increase of 6.17%.

Number of participants:
385

2018 2019
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ENKA 2027
SUSTAINABILITY GOALS


